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Introduction

The formula for the screening length of the scattering potential will be
derived in two ways, using statistical method and quantum theory. It w.n be
shown that the results agree with those of BROOKS and HEERING [1], [2], [3],
which were published without derivation. In addition, we will discuss the pro-
blem of effective number of ionised impurities which was not considered earlier.

Statistical treatment of the problem

The potential originating from a single impurity (we assume it to be
ionised) satisfies POISSONequation:

(1) Llcp= -~= -~ (p-n+Nt-N"A),
e e

where concentrations p-of holes, n-of electrons, Nt -of ionised donors and
N"A-of ionised acceptor are functions of the space coordinates. As a whole,
the crystal is neutral so the average value of charge density e is equal to zero.
supposing homogenous material, i. e.:

(2)

where the subscript 0 denotes average value. The changers of concentrations n,
p, Nt. N"A due to existence of the impurity potential are governed by BOLTZMAN
and FERMy-DIRAC distributions:

n=no exp(e'IfJjkT), P=Po exp(-ecpjkT),
(3)

- (go W1-Wf-e'IfJ
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nD= - exp . + I , PA = -, exp + 1 ,
gl kT g 1 kT

where Nt = (l-nD) N D, N"A = (1- PA) NA; nD and PA are probabilities for
donor and acceptor centers to be occupied with electron and hole respetively.
We choose the potential cp to be zero at infinity.

* Presented June 5, 1969 by D. TJAPKIN.
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Substituting (2) in (1) we obtain the equation for cp that is not analy-
tically tractable. But for large distances from the impurity, as cp~O, we will
have lecp/kTI~ I thus enabling the equation to be linearised by expanding
expressions (3) in series and retaining only linear terms in ecp/kT. Hence, for cp
we obtain the equation:

(4)
e2n'

LIcp= --cp,
ekT

where

(5)

The central symmetrical solution of the equation (4) satisfying boundary
condition'>: cp~O when r~ 00 and cp~ -:1:. e/4 ner for r~O, is

(6)
e

cp= -:1:.- exp(-r/rsc),
4ner

where rsc is a screening length. Substituting Po=O, PAO=O in the expression (5)
for the effective concentration n' we obtain the known BROOKS' result:

(7)

which is valied for low temperatures and n-type semiconductor.

The basic point in this derivation is that we regard ionised impurities to
be able "to move" through the crystal due to repopulation of bound states.
Otherwise the derivation is identical with well known DEBYE-HuCKEL approxi-
mation.

Quantum-mechanical approach

Now we will consider not a single but all ionised impurities in the crystal
and find the scattering potential. The FOURIER expansion of the energy of an
electron or hole in the potential (6) is:

(8)
~

k

We will use this result later for identification of the screening length rsc'
lt is known that matrix elements of the perturbation, in the case of

quasi-free electron, are equal to FOURIERcomponents of the scattering potential [4].
Transition probability is proportional to the square of the matrix element
modulus, and if we suppose (as is usually done) that all the impurities scatter
independently, transition probability will consequently be proportional to the
number of ionised impurities N[:

(9)
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-
To find FOURIER components of the perturbating potential caused by all

the impurities we start with POISSONequation (1) where we substitute for the
charge density (summation goes over all donor and acceptor atoms):

(10)

With this we get automatically the equation for time-average potential.
For ecp/kT.,z 1 we are able to linearise it. Thus, introducing new quantities:

(11) U=ecp/kT, y=e2/kTB,

we obtain the equation:

-LJU/y=-(po+no){j+(l-~o) L: 15(;-RD)[l-nDoifcl~D)]

(12)

-(l-PAo) L: 15(;-RA)[l +FAO if eRA)] + Po-llo.

RA

that can be solved expanding U in the FOURIER series:

(13)
-..
k

Substituting (13) in (12) and using the relations [5]:

IL:

(14)

= (l-nDo)2 ND + (1-iAo)2 NA,

we obtain for the square of the FOURIERcomponent modulus and the scattering
probability:

(15)

Comparing the result (15) with (8) and (9) we see that the screening
length is the same because l/rsc= vyn'. On the other hand, the probability (9)
differs from (15) in the term

- -
N[=(l-nDo)ND+ (l-PAD)NA.
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which is not equal to the corresponding term in (15)

(l-nDO)2ND + (1- PAO)2NA-

As (l-nDO) and (I-PAO) are less than unity we have W1<W, the scattering
appears to be less effective when we consider all the impurities instead of simply
multiplying the scattering probability for a single impurity with the number of
ionised impurities. Only in the case when all impurities are ionised the two
probabilities are equal.

Conclusion

Both statistical and quantum-mechanical approaches give the same result
for the screening length which is identical with that given by BROOKS,[3]. The
doubtful point is the effective number of ionised impurities on which the scatte-
ring takes place. The expression (15) would be definitely correct if we knew
that the time-average potential is responsible for scattering. On the other hand,
if we suppose that instant configuration of ionised impurities governs the scat-
tering, the FOURIER analysis gives a result consistent with the assumption of
independent scattering on impurities with the effective concentration in the
screening lenght:

n' = 110+ Po'

It seems that from the point of v:ew of our approach to the problem
neither of the assumptions is completely valid. The real situation might be
somewhere inbetween. The electron does not "feel" neither the time-average
potential nor the instant potential, and probably the real situation corresponds
to a certain "mixture" of these two extreme cases which is connected with
the lifetime of ionised impurity and the mean free time between collisions.
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